Civil Engineering Room 125 has the ability to show different displays on different screens. This gives you a great deal of flexibility in how you present content in your class.

**POWER UP PROJECTORS**

- Press **PROJ ALL ON/OFF** once to toggle all of the projectors on.
- Press **PROJ 1 ON/OFF** or **PROJ 2 ON/OFF** or **PROJ 3 ON/OFF** once to turn on one of the three projectors by itself (or press any combination of **PROJ 1**, **PROJ 2**, **PROJ 3** **ON/OFF**).
- The AMX control panel will display the last input selected for each projector, indicated by a glowing red light in the top left corner of the button for each input.
**POWER DOWN PROJECTORS**

- Press **PROJ ALL ON/OFF** once to toggle all of the projectors off.

- Press **PROJ 1 ON/OFF** or **PROJ 2 ON/OFF** or **PROJ 3 ON/OFF** once to turn off one of the three projectors by itself (or press any combination of **PROJ 1**, **PROJ 2**, **PROJ 3 ON/OFF**).

- It takes approximately 1 minute for a projector to cool off. **NOTE:** Until a projector has cooled, it cannot be turned on again.

**BLACK SCREEN BUTTON**

Press **BLACK SCREEN** for a projector in order to display a blacked-out screen for that projector. This means the projector does not have to be turned off if you need to temporarily disable the video feed to the projector.

**WARNING:** Do NOT leave the projectors in the BLACKSCREEN state when leaving the room. If the projectors are left in the BLACKSCREEN state, this dramatically reduces the bulb life of the projector (since it is still on). Always **POWER OFF** the projectors!

**SELECTING VIDEO DISPLAY FOR EACH PROJECTOR**

To choose a video input for each projector, select one of the following options in the column corresponding to the projector:

- **PC A / PC B:** Toggles between the two PC monitors. PC A is the primary SMART Podium display. PC B is the secondary standard monitor display.

- **LAPTOP:** If you have connected a laptop to the instructor station, you will need to toggle your laptop to send its display to the projector in addition to pressing the laptop button. This will vary based on the make/model of your laptop.

- **DOC CAM:** Document camera display.

It takes a few seconds for the projector to register changes in video display.